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The West Tech Terrorist
Synopsis

The West Tech Terrorist is a romance mystery novel. It is a fast-moving easy reading detective story that provides a taste of the home front during World War II America. The novel is set in the fall of 1941 at Cleveland's West Technical High School, one of the largest and most unique high schools in the country. The United States is on the brink of World War II. Victor Blazek, the sports editor of the West Tech school newspaper, suspects that a group of fellow students are Nazi sympathizers and that they have a secret plan to blow up a Cleveland defense plant. He enlists his girl friend, Doris, to help foil the plot. They fall in love while searching for clues throughout the school's many different departments, everything from aircraft engine repair to horticulture to welding. But their attempt as amateur slueths puts their lives in danger. Will the surprise appearance of legendary crime fighter Eliot Ness save both them and the defense plant from destruction? Only The West Tech Terrorist knows for sure. The novel appeals to both adults and young adults and to both males and females.
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Customer Reviews

This was an extremely fascinating read. If you attended West Tech in Cleveland at any time you will enjoy this book, especially when CC Tuck was principal. It takes place during the World War Two years. It describes places in and around Cleveland and the main story takes place inside the school. It brought back many, many memories of the school. It's a quick read of 240 pages.

I thoroughly enjoyed reading The West Tech Terrorist. It was an easy read, interesting from the start
with believable characters. I was especially impressed with all the factual information about West Tech High since I was born and raised in Cleveland. Hope there will be more to come!

I enjoyed reading the book. I graduated from West Tech/1974. Brings back memories of the school and the classrooms which I remember were they were. Now the school lives on as apartments and West Technical High School will always be remember. It is now a historical landmark.

Having attended West Tech I appreciated the memories it generated. The story which originally I thought was a little far fetched turned out to be rather entertaining an a enjoyable read. The author did a great job.
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